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Abstract: A stock trend prediction has been in the spotlight from the past to the present. Fortunately,
there is an enormous amount of information available nowadays. There were prior attempts that
have tried to forecast the trend using textual information; however, it can be further improved since
they relied on fixed word embedding, and it depends on the sentiment of the whole market. In
this paper, we propose a deep learning model to predict the Thailand Futures Exchange (TFEX)
with the ability to analyze both numerical and textual information. We have used Thai economic
news headlines from various online sources. To obtain better news sentiment, we have divided the
headlines into industry-specific indexes (also called “sectors”) to reflect the movement of securities of
the same fundamental. The proposed method consists of Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM)
and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) architectures to predict daily
stock market activity. We have evaluated model performance by considering predictive accuracy
and the returns obtained from the simulation of buying and selling. The experimental results
demonstrate that enhancing both numerical and textual information of each sector can improve
prediction performance and outperform all baselines.

Keywords: deep learning; natural language processing; time series; stock market prediction

1. Introduction

Since the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) has been proposed by Fama [1], it has
become the mainstream among financial economists. It states that if the capital market is
efficient, information will be quickly and equally disseminated in the market, and rational
investors will be able to interpret the information correctly. Thus, when new information
arises, it will be captured and reflected in the stock price immediately. The EMH is
associated with the random walk theory, arguing that the future stock price is random
and unpredictable. Neither the technical analysis nor fundamental analysis can be used to
predict the future price and generate excess return. More specifically, the EMH states that if
using the past price information (also known as the technical analysis), investors are unable
to outperform the market. It is said to have weak-form efficiency. If using all available
public information (also known as the fundamental analysis), including the historical price
and volume, investors are unable to outperform the market. It is said to have semi-strong
form efficiency. After all, if using all public and private information available, investors are
still unable to outperform the market, then it is said to have strong form efficiency.

A number of studies attempt to test the hypothesis, providing empirical results on
stock price predictability. Numerous empirical studies have shown that future returns
can be obtained by following specific trading strategies using past price information or
other public information. Some examples of early studies are as follows. First, the small-
size stocks will generate a higher return than the large-size stocks [2]. Second, the low
price-to-earnings-ratio stocks generate higher returns than the high price-to-earnings-ratio
stocks [3]. Third, the past winning stocks tend to overreact and continue to generate
positive returns over several months [4], and this trend will reverse over the long run.
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Fourth, low liquidity tends to be associated with higher returns [5]. This empirical evidence
shows that the excess returns are unable to justify by risk taken by investors. In other
words, investors are able to generate excess returns by following this past price and public
information. Although the above findings are often referred to as market anomalies, the
implication is a persuasive strategy for investors to follow.

Since the year 2000, the rise of machines has become a fundamental shift in the
financial markets. The computer now dominates the trading activity that used to be done
by a human. More specifically, the traders use algorithms to acquire information and make
trading decisions at the speed of light. There are various algorithms used by traders. Some
use a market maker strategy to offer liquidity to other traders by posting the bid and offer
in the market. Some predict price change by learning the price change in the market. An
attempt to generating excess return has changed from forming a portfolio using a certain
strategy to predicting the future price path. Nowadays, machine learning (ML) techniques
play an essential role as a core algorithm to predict the future stock price.

Recently, deep learning has been a subfield in ML and is considered one of the
emerging areas that are showing promising results. Many prior researches focused on
modeling either numerical data or solely using textual data. References [6,7] applied
neural network technical indicators, assuming that numerical properties can reflect all
factors of the stock market. However, these methods have limitations as stock market
behavior continues to respond to other external factors that can be captured in the news.
References [8–11] focused on applying text analysis, mimicking fundamental analysis such
as news articles and financial reports to find relevant relationships and to predict stock
market behavior. In real-world scenarios, most investors usually consider both numerical
and textual data. References [12–15] used news headlines to relate historical prices and
technical indicators, and most of them agreed that using only the news headlines should be
sufficient for stock prediction representing the whole article. Reference [14] used an event
embedding as a representative of events to help increase prediction efficiency. An event
is extracted using a tool called “Open Information Extraction (OpenIE)”, which converts
the news into three entities: actor, action, and object. Unfortunately, OpenIE supports
only documents in English. For the Thai stock market, there are only a few deep learning
pieces of research. Moreover, it is surprising that there is only one research based on deep
learning [16] utilizing both numerical and Thai textual information. It is quite challenging
to process a Thai corpus since, such as the tokenization problem, arising from the fact that
the Thai characters do not have the spaces used to divide words as in the English alphabet.
Another significant challenge is the Thai news headlines used in this research with short
sentences. When using the previous research techniques, they cannot convey the essence
of the news. Therefore, it is crucial to use a pre-trained model in order to overcome the
scarcity of information in the text data.

In this paper, we aim to propose a novel deep learning model to forecast a stock
market trend (called “stock indexes”). It utilizes both numerical data (historical data and
technical indicators) and textual information (news headlines). The model architecture is a
combination between LSTM [17] and a pre-trained BERT [18,19] responsible for numerical
and textual data, respectively. We focus on forecasting a stock index (the whole market)
rather than an individual stock since it has a lower risk. Since a stock index is a combination
of top individual stocks from various sectors, we propose to use news headlines to capture
the market’s movement at “the sector level” rather than the overall market. Thus, we build
a separated textual model for each sector and then combine results of all sectors to reflect
the whole market’s movement. In the experiment, we focus on a stock market in Thailand
using SET50, a stock index combining the top fifty individual stocks. Since the textual
data are news headlines in Thai, all challenges of natural language processing (NLP) in
Thai must be addressed. Furthermore, Multilingual BERT is chosen since it supports 104
languages, including Thai. The experiment was conducted on the stock index data from
2014 to 2020 and economic news headlines collected from various online sources. The
results showed that our sector-based framework could forecast the stock market trend more
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accurately than other baseline models. Additionally, a simple investment was simulated
using the output from our forecasting model, and the results showed that a straightforward
trading strategy could yield better annualized returns than the stock market and other
models. This comparison can be used as a test for EMH.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce related literature in
Section 2. We present some of the methodologies for our proposed framework in Section 3.
Experimental setup and results are explained in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We summa-
rize the paper and address the future direction in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we are going to discuss various stock forecasting techniques. Since
they can be related to EMH, this section will start from EMH’s details that categorize
markets into three levels. Then, recent techniques related to a stock market prediction will
be discussed in two groups; first, a stock market prediction using only textual information
mainly inspired by [18,20]; second, a stock market prediction using both numerical and
textual information largely inspired by [15,16].

2.1. Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)

EMH is a hypothesis that stock market prices are already reflected in all relevant
information. In other words, stock prices are reflected by investors’ beliefs about future
expectations. We can categorize the market’s efficiencies into three levels [21]: (1) “a weak
form”, assuming that if investors can beat the market using historical stock prices, also
known as technical indicators, the stock market is not yet considered to be efficient; (2) “a
semi-strong form”, assuming that if investors can beat the market using the first level data
(historical data) with public data such as news, earnings, and other stock fundamentals,
this is not yet considered to be efficient; (3) “a strong form”, which is the most efficient one.
If investors have won against the market using the data from the first and second levels
with private information, it can be concluded that the stock market is not yet considered to
be highly efficient. In addition, to apply EMH concepts to our research, it can be concluded
that the first two levels of EMH are widely used by considering both historical data and
public data to forecast the market trend. Nevertheless, the strong-form level considers
private information, which is illegal in trading; thus, it is not focused on in our research.

2.2. Stock Market Prediction Using Only Textual Information

Analyzing the stock market using relevant text is complex but exciting [12,22–30]. For
example, a model named AEnalyst was introduced by Lavrenko et al. [31]. Their goal was
to predict intraday stock price trends by analyzing news articles published on the YAHOO
finance homepage.

Mittermayer and Knolmayer [32] utilized multiple models to predict short-term
market reactions to the news using text mining techniques. Their model predicts the
one-day trend of the five major company indices. Wu et al. [22] predicted stock trends by
choosing a representative set of ambiguous attributes (keywords) that affect each stock.

However, these simple methods are not suitable for conveying the headline’s meaning
and have several limitations, including the disclosure of rules that may govern mar-
ket dynamics, making forecasting models unable to capture the impact of recent stock
market trends.

One of the most definitive studies is the research of Ding et al. [12], which assumes
that news can influence the stock market’s behavior and the news of the previous day will
influence the daily changes in the stock price. They try to create a representative event by
using a process named open information extraction, which converts daily news into three
representative data: actor, action, and object. The result shows that their research works
well and outperforms early research by increasing the efficiency of prediction. They proved
by trials that the news headlines should be sufficient for textual features as opposed to the
whole article.
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Shi et al. [33] implemented a hierarchical neural network for stock prediction on
textual news input. Their structure embedded input into three layers; word representation,
bigram phrases, and news headline layer, respectively. The results were brought to the
feed-forward regression dense layer. Figure 1 illustrates a hierarchical neural network
on textual news input data. The blue boxes represent the numerical information. The
light blue boxes represent the textual information, and the dark green boxes represent the
classification tasks.

Figure 1. The hierarchical neural network (from Figure 2 in [33]). Detailed structure of a hierarchical
representation (left). The overview architecture for the whole model (right).

Pisut et al. [15] have implemented the deep learning architecture for stock prediction
by leveraging pre-trained word embedding to increase their model performance. Therefore,
we customized the architecture from them and replaced the GloVe embedding [34] with
FastText embedding [35], which is considered one of the best word embedding for Thai
news headlines. Therefore, we took FastText embedding as one of our baseline models.

However, we noticed that the subword contextual text representation was significantly
better than word global text representation fix embedding. The critical factor is that each
type of pre-train can be observed from the BERT and FastText pre-train, ranging in size
from large to small, respectively.

We will introduce more about model improvement and embedding generation. Ling et al. [36]
have proposed a character-to-word model in which they combined character-level embed-
ding with word-level embedding and then measured them against five different language
datasets, and their performance was satisfactory. Character-level embedding with a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) model is proposed by Kim et al. [37]. They proved that a
highway network could accumulate performance from several language prediction tasks.
Wehrmann et al. [38] applied character embedding with CNN to analyze the sentiment
of Twitter.

However, using only character-level features is not satisfactory in terms of perfor-
mance on Thai short-text classification because they rely on word segmentation, which
sometimes leads to incorrect classification. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) [18] provide the pre-trained vector representation of the words, which
can be used further with the various AI models. BERT is trained using masked language
modeling, which randomly masks some tokens in a text sequence, and then independently
recovers the masked tokens by conditioning them on vectors. The BERT architecture is a
framework that provides representation by a standard conditional probability both from
the left and right contexts for all computed layers. Vector BERT was used in experiments to
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employ the transfer learning model to enhance the current prediction model’s capabilities.
Google also has a pre-trained model (a large-scale text corpus called Multilingual Cased
(BERT-Base)), which undergoes initial training on the top 104 languages and is very suitable
for the Thai language. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of BERT for classification tasks.

Moreover, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, one of the best
language models available in the NLP research, outperforms many tasks. Hiew et al. [20]
showed a significant enhancement of BERT in sentiment analysis compared to prior existing
models. Next, Othan et al. [39] showed that utilizing deep learning models and a new-
generation word embedding model called BERT could improve classification performance.

We utilized BERT because it provides a better text representation than the previous
embedding. BERT is a deep, multi-layered neural network and generates two different
vectors for the word “sentence” as they appear in two very different contexts (i.e., con-
textual vector). Moreover, BERT could solve our problems because they have BERT-Base
Multilingual-Based available from Google, representing Thai words that convert a group
of text characters into a numeric representation value. However, the disadvantage is that
it took much compute-intensive inference, meaning that it would be costly if investors
wanted to use it in scale-by-size production. However, the predictive performance was
noticeably better.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study aimed at analyzing the
direction of stocks by using news headlines to capture market movements at the sector level
rather than the overall market, as the stock index is a combination of the top fifty stocks
from various sectors. Capturing sector information can actually reflect the market trends.

Figure 2. Illustrations of fine-tuning BERT for classification tasks (from Figure 4(b) in [18]) where
each news (input) contains N tokens (words), and the output is a predicted class label y.

2.3. Stock Market Prediction Using Numerical and Textual Information

Most prior research has focused on either text or numeric data as input but not both
types of information. Nowadays, many researchers are interested in improving a model’s
performance by utilizing both types of data.

For the traditional machine learning techniques, Tantisantiwong et al. [40] recently
proposed a framework to forecast SET50, a stock index in Thailand, using both numerical
and textual information. For the textual information, they have gathered social media
data with the advice of experts to manually define keywords for sentiments (positive and
negative). Then, each document is labeled as positive or negative based on those predefined
keywords. Next, sentiment keywords are extracted from those labeled documents. After
that, each document is assigned a score called “the market composite sentiment index”.
Finally, a multiple linear regression is generated based on both numeric (historical data of
SET50) and textual (the sentiment index) information along with other control variables.
Although this work is interesting, it requires experts’ effort to define sentiment keywords.
Furthermore, these keywords are not publicly available, and they can be changed at
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different periods of time, so they must be periodically updated. Therefore, this work is not
included in our study due to the manual processes required of experts.

For the deep learning approach, Vargas et al. [14] are the first to present the concept
of gathering two different types of information. They take the news headlines into word
vectors by using the Word2Vec algorithm and then pass them to the convolutional neural
network to extract the outstanding words. The results were brought to long short-term
memory to find the relationships between all of the news. On the other hand, technical
indicators were created from historical stock price information, which learns directly from
long short-term memory. The results are obtained from the two types of data and are then
combined and used to predict stock market behavior. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of
the deep learning model.

The work of Tanawat et al. [16] is another example that is very interesting. To the
best of our knowledge, they are the first to extend the studying for the Thai stock market
combining the Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain with technical indicators. There
are various ideas and uses in Thai language headlines, more so than in other languages.
For example, the tokenization problem. Thus, they have proposed a modified hierarchical
structure for textual representation, which is the highlight of the research by Shi et al. [33],
but they customized the model by using the “Newmn” tokenization from pyThaiNLP and
replaced the word2vec embedding with thai2fit embedding so that models can learn Thai
news headlines. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the hierarchical textual representa-
tion. Their model was designed to optimize the explanation with vector representation
from the word to bigram phrases, title, and daily news representation level, respectively.
The results have shown that adding textual representation increased the profitability more
so than previous research.

Another relevant research is presented by Pisut et al. [15]. They offer a deep learning
model that can acquire textual and numerical data to use in predicting stock market trends.
They took the event data generated from the mean of each day’s event embedded vector as
textual input and split the data into three parts: events from the past thirty days, events
from the past seven days, and events from the past day, respectively. Event vectors dating
back seven days and thirty days are fed into a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
create a feature map that replaces essential events in the past and then combines them with
event vectors from the previous day. On the other hand, historical price representation
vectors and technical indicators are entered into long short-term memory (LSTM) and
featured in the time series data analysis. Finally, the results obtained from each type of
information are interconnected to predict the stock market trend.

In this research, we will consider both textual and numerical data, as many previous
studies have shown that the efficacy obtained from both types of information is better than
the performance focus on only textual or numerical data.

3. Methodology

This section provides a deep learning method for predicting industrial stock trends by
considering numerical and textual data together. The models focus on improving prediction
accuracy and performance in the field of returns when using prediction results to simulate
trading. We have divided this into two main topics: data preprocessing (Section 3.1) and
the proposed prediction model (Section 3.2), respectively. For the model, there are three
main components, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Our proposed model using numerical inputs and sector-based textual information.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

This section describes the data preparation to be used as the input to a model for
predicting industrial stocks’ trends.

3.1.1. Textual Data Preprocessing

In this research, we have eliminated the Thai headlines between 2014 and 2020 from
online sources and filtered only economic topics. Since the collected raw dataset is very
dirty, different preprocessing techniques are used to clean up the dataset, e.g., lower casing,
text without punctuation, stop word removal, removing duplicates, and trading symbol
extraction methods.

As we focus on supervised deep learning strategies, it is necessary to label the collected
Thai texts. One way to label documents is to read the news titles and labels them manually.
This would provide results of a high level and ensure confidence. However, these qualities
require a human to analyze the entire dataset. We have followed the authors of [41], who
said they could automatically label documents using some market feedback, which is not
perfect but quick and straightforward. We take a similar approach and groups documents
that were released on the same day with the corresponding next-day market yield change.
The value is calculated with Equation (1).

On the other hand, the labeling of textual data is used in a similar way. That is to
say, the labeling obtained from the historical stock price is correlated with the textual
data using the date as the correlation link. Like many previous kinds of research, we
can divide the stock return ratio into three classes: upward, downward, and sideways,
representing the significant dropping, rising, and steady stock trend on the next date,
respectively. We set up a particular threshold to bin the return ratio percentage, based
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on the researching mentioned above, i.e., Downward (RisePercent (t) < −0.41%), Upward
(RisePercent (t) > 0.87%), and Sideways (−0.41%≤ RisePercent (t) ≤0.87%).

RisePercent =
Open(t+1) −Open(t)

Open(t)
(1)

3.1.2. Numerical Data Preprocessing

We used open, high, low, and close as the historical prices in Table 1 and applied
technical indicators, a feature that is based on historical stock prices, by mathematical
equations presented in Reference [42]. As a result, there are a total of 15 technical indicators
to make adjustments to the parameters as appropriate. Table 2 shows a list of technical
indicators used in our experiment.

Table 1. Fundamental parameter summary.

Feature Explanation

Open Price The first share price at the start of daily trading
Close Price The final share price at the end of daily trading
High Price The highest share price during daily trading
Low Price The lowest share price during daily trading

Table 2. List of 15 technical indicators.

RSI CMO WMA PRO Williamś %R
EMA ROC SMA HMA TripleEMA
DMI PSI CCI CMFI MACD

3.1.3. Data Normalization

The numerical inputs are in very different ranges; therefore, it is essential to standard-
ize the dataset in a close range to enable the model’s faster teaching. We use a z-score to
convert data, which is the zero mean and standard deviation of the data.

Z =
(x− µ)

σ
(2)

where µ is the mean of the input x, and σ is the standard deviation of the input x.

3.2. Proposed Model
3.2.1. Model Architecture

The model we present aims to predict stock market trends, focusing on finding the
context of daily headlines and correlating different types of data using numerical and
textual data. Initially, we start with a data stream from textual and numerical information
and finally feed the data to a forecasting model with correlation inference. An overview of
the framework is shown in Figure 3.

Firstly, we used a concept presented in [13], where it is reported that stocks belonging
to the same industry tend to behave similarly. Grouping these stocks can improve the
performance of the model. Therefore, we have divided the news headlines for each sector
of the SET50 industry grouping, for which we create a custom stock index to suit our
personal purposes. We need to emphasize the specific meaning of each stock within each
industry segment, in accordance with Table 5, as we discussed in Section 4.1.2, by using the
best existing aspect of an index to make it more usable for this research. We use a method
known as capitalization-weighted indexing because large stocks with market capitalization
influence the dynamics of high indexes, such as the S&P500 (US), FTSE100 (UK), and
SET50 (Thailand). Top-weighted best reflects the actual market, as the largest and most
stable companies have the most influence on the index, while small or growing companies
dictate the index’s movement and have a smaller amount of value. The very definition
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of a weighted index has the highest weight and serves as a good gauge for the market’s
overall health. Equation (3) illustrates the capitalization-weighted indexing calculation by
applying the SET50 calculation of the Stock Exchange of Thailand.

Index =
∑n

t=1(Pricesit × ListedShareit × AdjustmentFactorit)

AdjustedBMV
× BaseValue (3)

where Pricesit is the price of each security constituting the index as of the calculation date.
ListedShareit is the number of registered shares of each security constituting the index as of
the calculation date. AdjustmentFactorit is the weight limit rate of each asset in the index
as of the calculation date, and AdjustedBMV is the market capitalization of all securities
that make up the index. This is weighted by the weight limit rate of each security in the
index as of the base day.

Next, we input each headline into the BERT model that we have employed (Multilin-
gual Cased pre-training weights (BERT-Base)) to shape the language with our headline
corpus. We have selected the first token from the BERT-Base output, which is often used for
classification tasks to display the headlines. Next, we trained the model prediction until the
loss function reaches convergence through the BERT architecture workflow. Lastly, we keep
the best final embedding values and join each sector to represent the day’s best headlines.

For numerical information, we feed the input into the LSTM network, which is widely
used for time series data entry. The output from the LSTM is fed into a hidden layer that
can indicate forecasts based on technical indicators and historical price data.

Finally, we concatenate all output from the textual representation vector, and the
numeric vector then feeds them into the final hidden layers to predict the following day’s
stock trend prediction. The output of the model is a multiclass classification, where class
“UP” represents an upward trend of the stock market, “DOWN” represents a downward
trend of the stock market, and “STABLE” indicates that the trend of the stock market is in
no definite direction or moving in a narrow range (sideways).

3.2.2. Training Process

To create a model, we need to prepare training, validation, and testing datasets for
model construction, model tuning, and model assessment, respectively. In addition, we
have tried to avoid overfitting results by following a setup of [43], which divides time-
series data into multiple parts over time using a sliding window, as shown in Figure 4. The
performance of each model can be evaluated by averaging the results of all testing datasets
rather than relying on just one testing dataset.

Our study has three datasets (#1, #2, and #3); this is called “3-fold cross-validation”.
Using a sliding window of 1 year, the periods of training, validation, and testing datasets
are three years, around one year, and one year, respectively. Although Sutheebanjard
and Premchaiswadi [44] recommend that it is sufficient to use only one year of data to
train a model, this suggestion cannot be applied to our study. Their model is a multiple
linear regression, while ours is a deep learning model, which is much more complex and
commonly requires more training data.

Figure 4. Training, validating, and testing approach.

4. Experiment Settings
4.1. Datasets

The experiment was conducted on the stock market in Thailand via a stock index
called “SET50” along with textual data of news headlines in Thai mainly due to data
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availability. Nevertheless, the stock market in Thailand is one of the emerging markets
of the world. The size of the market capitalization in Thailand is 2nd in Asia, as of
2019 (http://www.set.or.th/en/news/econ_mkt_dev/overview_2019.html, accessed on
5 June 2021), and 20th in the world as of 2018 (http://www.indexmundi.com/facts/
indicators/CM.MKT.LCAP.CD/rankings, accessed on 5 June 2021). Therefore, it should
share common characteristics with other emerging markets. Moreover, it is common to
utilize both numerical and textual information for stock market forecasting as stated in
the semi-strong form level in EMH (in Section 2.1). Therefore, the proposed model can be
applied to other major indexes, and the results in this study can somewhat represent other
emerging markets.

4.1.1. Numerical Statistic

The EOD numbers (an end-of-day order is a buy or sell order for securities requested
by an investor that is only open until the end of the day) used in our research come from
the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET50), corresponding to the period from 2 January 2014
to 14 February 2020, Table 3. The numerical data include price information, such as open,
high, low, close, volume, as well as calculating the base value, such as the book value and
the P/E ratio.

Table 3. Numerical data summary showing the total number of records (days).

No. Data Period
Numerical Information

Training Validating Testing

#1 Jan.-2014 to Apr.-2018 1117 109 351
#2 May-2014 to Mar.-2019 1093 351 314
#3 Jun.-2015 to Feb.-2020 1115 261 344

4.1.2. Textual Statistic

We only collected economic headlines, the source of which clearly groups economic
news on a single topic, and only news headlines from various online sources correspond-
ing to the EOD timeline. Due to our research scope, the entire Thai stock market in-
dex is studied, enabling all relevant economic news headlines. Therefore, we have to
clean up approximately two-hundred-thousand headlines using the method presented in
Section 3 to ensure tidiness and suitableness for further use. Finally, there are approxi-
mately one-hundred-thousand headlines being introduced every trading day, and we use
these in this research. Detailed data statistics (Table 4) are included for each experiment, as
not all tests use the same data boundary.

Table 4. Textual data summary showing the number of total news headlines; there are many news
headlines per day.

No. Data Period
Textual Information

Training Validating Testing

#1 Jan.-2014 to Apr.-2018 101,916 14,727 13,662
#2 May-2014 to Mar.-2019 101,875 14,802 14,398
#3 Jun.-2015 to Feb.-2020 101,860 13,722 14,228

In addition, we have classified the stocks in SET50. These are appropriate according to
the seven industrial groups, as shown in Table 5. Next, we split the headlines for each sector
for training, validation, and testing with three sets of sliding windows, as summarized in
Table 6.

http://www.set.or.th/en/news/econ_mkt_dev/overview_2019.html
http://www.indexmundi.com/facts/indicators/CM.MKT.LCAP.CD/rankings
http://www.indexmundi.com/facts/indicators/CM.MKT.LCAP.CD/rankings
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Table 5. Industry grouping for the SET50 index.

Industry Symbols Industry Group Stock Symbols

INDUS Petrochemicals and Chemicals,
Packaging IVL, PTTGC, SCGP

TECH Information and Communication ,
Electronic components, Technology

ADVANC, DTAC, INTUCH,
TRUE, THCOM, JAS, KCE

PROPCON
Property Development,

Construction services, Construction
materials

AWC, CPN, LH, SCC, TOA,
WHA, CK, ITD, PS, SCCC,

TPIPL, TASCO

SERVICE
Tourism and Leisure, Commerce,

Transportation and Logistics,
Health Care Services

AOT, BEM, BTS, CPALL, BH,
HMPRO, CRC, BDMS, BJC,

GLOBAL, VGI

FINCIAL Banking, Finance and Securities
BBL, KBANK, KTB, SCB,
MTC, TMB, TISCO, KTC,

SAWAD, TCAP BLA MTLS

RESOURC Energy and Utilities
EGCO, GULF, GPSC, IRPC,

PTTEP, RATCH, TOP, BGRIM,
BPP, EA, PTT, TTW

AGRO Food and Beverage CBG, CPF, MINT, TU, OSP

Table 6. Data statistic for industry grouping experiments.

No. Data Period Sectors
Textual Information

Training Validating Testing

#1 Jan.-2014 to Apr.-2018

FINCIAL 27,662 4067 4030
SERVICE 24,689 3553 2977

RESOURC 16,176 2215 2236
PROPCON 14,858 2420 2165

AGRO 11,480 1723 1598
TECH 4808 569 440
INDUS 2070 349 458

#2 May-2014 to Mar.-2019

FINCIAL 27,666 4030 4298
SERVICE 24,595 3625 3132

RESOURC 16,226 2195 1378
PROPCON 14,884 2408 2341

AGRO 11,477 1756 1655
TECH 4784 564 399
INDUS 2091 348 470

#3 Jun.-2015 to Feb.-2020

FINCIAL 27,760 3731 4245
SERVICE 24,490 3413 3097

RESOURC 16,195 2034 2299
PROPCON 14,919 2222 2298

AGRO 11,453 1670 1609
TECH 4768 515 469
INDUS 2089 348 466

4.2. Baseline Model

This section discusses details of baseline models [15,16] for performance comparison.
Numerical Input Only (LSTM (NUM)): This model uses only numerical information,

as shown in the numerical module (the right box) in Figure 3. The inputs are time series of
OHLC (4-time series) and technical indicators.

Textual Input Only (FastText): This model uses only textual information, which is
different from the previous baseline.

Both Input (FastText + NUM): This model uses both numeric and textual information,
as shown in Figure 3.
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For our model, BERT is chosen as a textual module with three variations. First, “BERT”
refers to our model with only textual information. Second, “BERT + NUM” refers to our
model with both numerical and textual information. Finally, “BERT_SEC + NUM” refers
to our model with both sources of information in addition to a sector strategy for the
textual data.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics
4.3.1. Performance Evaluation

As the current experiment being conducted is a supervised problem, a matrix is evalu-
ated to compare results from different deep learning models that were implemented based
on precision, accuracy, recall, and F1 [45,46]. The metrics used to enhance performance are
shown in Table 7, where “TP” represents the true positive from the model, “TN” represents
the true negative from the model, “FN” represents the false negative from the model, and
“FP” represents the false positive from the model.

Table 7. Metrics for classification evaluations.

Metrics Formula Explanation

Accuracy TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + FN

Specifying the percentage of correct forecasts in
all samples.

Recall TP
TP + FN

Specifying the proportions of positive samples is
classified as a positive sample.

Precision TP
TP + FP

Identifying the proportion of real positive samples
in the class that was classified as positive.

F1 2× Precision× Recall
Precision× Recall

F1 is the precision and recall weighted
harmonic mean.

4.3.2. Trading Profit

This work uses the stock buying simulation concept from Reference [43] to compare
the predicted returns of the models we have presented. We only buy one contract at a
time and set a stop loss at five percent of the total cost to prevent any forced margin and
prevent the loss of all investments if that model predicts the wrong way. The conditions
of the trading simulation are described below. (i) Make a buy when the model predicts
an uptrend for the next day. (ii) Discard the stock when the model predicts a downtrend
for the next day. (iii) If the conditions mentioned in the first two items are not met, hold
shares. The formula shown in Equation (4) is only a formula that is suitable for simulating
a bull market. However, the advantage of TFEX is that investors can trade both rising and
falling stocks. Therefore, by simply swapping the execution of the equation, the stock will
be traded in a downtrend accordingly.

Execution(t)


Buy n contracts; Predictiont−1 = UP and #contracts = 0
Sell n contracts; Predictiont−1 = DOWN and #contracts > 0
Hold; Otherwise

(4)

The profit or loss is calculated when the sell condition is reached by using the difference
of price multiplied by the number of shares available. Additionally, if there are stocks on
the last day of simulated trading, they are all sold at the closing price of that day. The
equation for calculating profit or loss is shown in Equation (5).

Margin(t)


Execution(t) = Sell; Index mul. × n × (Exit Price− Entry Price)
t = T; Index mul. × n × (Close Price− Entry Price)
0; Otherwise

(5)
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The amount available at time t can be calculated based on the amount from the
previous time, profit or loss, as shown in Equation (6).

tMoney(t) = tMoney(t− 1) + Margin(t) (6)

The return is calculated every time the shares are sold. Furthermore, it is adjusted to
the average annual return for easy comparison using Equation (7).

Annualized Return = {(1 + Final tMoney)
1

#Sim Day } − 1 (7)

where n = 1, index multiplier = 200, T is the end of time period, tMoney denotes total money,
and #Sim Day is the total of the simulation period.

4.4. Training and Hyperparameters

The computer resources used for this research have the following characteristics:
Due to the large architectures we have designed, we can only scale up to 32 batch sizes.
However, we use one of the most popular and most widely used optimization algorithms,
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [47] with an initial learning rate of 0.001. We also
apply a state-of-the-art approach, batch normalization [48], to our deep neural network to
accelerate deep network training by reducing internal variable changes. Lastly, we train
each model for a total of fifteen epochs and always choose the best result of our validation
datasets; however, it takes us at least thirty-six hours to train each model.

5. Results and Discussion

We conducted the study using the numerical and textual information described in the
previous section. The performance is evaluated based on a “3-fold cross validation”, which
is the average result of three testing datasets (#1, #2, and #3). All models compared in the
experiment are described and abbreviated in Section 4.2

Tables 8 and 9 show a model comparison in terms of accuracy and F1, consecu-
tively. Figure 5 illustrates a confusion matrix to provide details of our sector-based model
(BERT_SEC + NUM), where rows and columns refer to actual and predicted classes, re-
spectively. Note that a definition of each class (DOWN, STABLE, UP) is explained in
Section 3.1.1 From the results, our sector-based model (BERT_SEC + NUM) is the winner
with an average accuracy of 61.28% and F1 of 59.58%. In more detail, it achieves the
highest accuracy in datasets #1 and #3 with 63.67% and 58.67%, respectively. It also shows
approximately the same trends in terms of F1 achieving 62.30% and 56.34% in datasets #1
and #3, consecutively. Although the accuracy of the winner (61.28%) may not be promising,
it is still higher than that of prior work (51.27%) [16]. This can be expected since a stock
price prediction is considered a complicated problem due to its high volatility. Moreover, if
we considered a confusion matrix in Figure 5, there are two serious error cases: lower-left
(actual “UP”, but predict “DOWN”) and upper-right (actual “DOWN”, but predict “UP”).
Our model has failed these cases in minimal amounts of only 4.33%, 4%, and 4.17%, in
datasets #1, #2, and #3, respectively.

Furthermore, we will discuss each module’s effect on our model: transfer learning,
numerical and textual information, and sector-wise strategy. Furthermore, a training
strategy using our prediction results will be simulated to show annualized returns of
our algorithm.
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Table 8. Model comparison in terms of “accuracy” on testing data based on a 3 fold-cross validation
(#1, #2, #3 refers to the result of each fold), and the boldface represents the winner.

Group Model
Accuracy (%)

#1 #2 #3 Avg

Baseline
LSTM (NUM) 54.28 45.71 42.86 47.62

FastText 54.50 58.33 52.83 55.22
FastText + NUM 60.17 58.67 54.17 57.67

Ours
BERT 62.67 61.17 58.33 60.72

BERT + NUM 62.17 64.50 55.67 60.78
BERT_SEC + NUM 63.67 61.50 58.67 61.28

Table 9. Model comparison in terms of “F1-score” on testing data based on a 3 fold-cross validation
(#1, #2, #3 refers to the result of each fold), and the boldface is the winner.

Group Model
F1-Score (%)

#1 #2 #3 Avg

Baseline
LSTM (NUM) 54.63 43.75 40.44 46.27

FastText 42.54 54.51 47.50 48.15
FastText + NUM 58.69 56.34 54.91 56.65

Ours
BERT 56.09 58.47 56.36 56.97

BERT + NUM 56.64 60.13 56.05 57.61
BERT_SEC + NUM 62.30 60.10 56.34 59.58

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of our sector-based model (BERT + NUM) on three datasets.

5.1. Effects of Transfer Learning

In this section, we aim to compare different language models: FastText vs. BERT. The
results show that BERT outperforms FastText in both accuracy (60.72% vs. 55.22%) and
F1 (56.97% vs. 48.15%). This demonstrates that BERT is the right choice for the textual
module in our model. Unlike FastText, BERT can embed contextual information and handle
unknown words by using subwords instead of a whole word. Furthermore, Multilingual
BERT is pretrained with a huge training corpus.

5.2. Effects of Numerical and Textual Features

In this section, we aim to compare between an only-textual model and a model with
both information. The results confirmed that the model could be improved by using both
information. For “BERT + NUM” vs. “BERT”, the accuracy and F1 are 60.78% vs. 60.72%
and 57.61% vs. 56.97%, respectively. For “FastText + NUM” vs. “FastText”, the accuracy
and F1 are 57.67% vs. 55.22% and 56.65% vs. 48.15%, consecutively.

5.3. Effects of Industry-Specific News Headlines (Sector)

In this section, we aim to analyze different embedding strategies for textual informa-
tion. It should be more accurate if news headlines are embedded separately for each sector
rather than the whole market. The results show that “BERT_SEC + NUM” outperforms
“BERT + NUM” in both accuracy (61.28% vs. 60.78%) and F1 (59.58% vs. 57.61%). In conclu-
sion, our sector-based model is the winner as it employs a contextualized language model
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(BERT), utilizes both sources of information, and handles textual information properly
(sector-wise).

5.4. Annualized Return Based on Trading Simulation

As shown in Table 10, the results are favorable for dataset #2, while the other results
are negative. However, the results should not be compared between the datasets because
they are based on different market conditions. Therefore, we only compare the results for
models that use the same dataset, even if we get negative returns. Nevertheless, our tests
show that adding the numerical data increases the model’s annual return. The negative
annual return may come from the trading strategies at this event. This strategy can lead to
high transaction costs and negative returns when price action gains are less than trading
costs. Moreover, the final model is selected based on the highest prediction accuracy on
the validation data, leading to negative profits if the model makes accurate predictions
during slight price movements. Moreover, a wrong forecast is made when the price
changes significantly.

Based on EMH in Section 2.1, Table 10 shows that the average annualized return of
the SET50 is −2.13%, which is the lowest return. Although it shows the highest return in
dataset #1 (18.15%), it obtains the worst returns in datasets #2 and #3 (−7.17% and−17.76%,
respectively). This demonstrates the volatility and unpredictability of the stock market;
thus, it is crucial to have a trading strategy (e.g., a forecasting model) to help investors
outperform the market. Furthermore, our sector-based model (BERT_SEC + TI) is a winner
with the highest average annualized return (8.47%). The model is successful because it
utilizes numerical data and textual data specifically for each industry (sector). Furthermore,
the model using only historical data (LSTM (NUM)) gains the average annualized return
at 2.47%, which outperforms SET50. Therefore, it can be concluded that Thailand’s stock
market efficiency is not considered a weak-form level.

Table 10. Model comparison in terms of “Annualized Return” on testing data based on a 3 fold-cross
validation (#1, #2, #3 refers to the result of each fold), and boldface is the winner.

Group Model
Annualized Return (%)

#1 #2 #3 Avg

Baseline

SET50 18.55 −7.17 −17.76 −2.13
LSTM (NUM) 8.40 11.10 −12.10 2.47

FastText 6.90 8.60 −12.10 1.13
FastText + NUM 15.30 −4.50 5.20 5.33

Ours
BERT 7.70 12.00 −11.90 2.60

BERT + NUM 15.80 −3.90 6.30 6.06
BERT_SEC + NUM 17.50 −3.30 11.20 8.47

6. Conclusions

This research proposes a deep learning model to forecast the stock market trend (also
called “a stock index”) based on both numerical (historical and technical indicators) and tex-
tual (news headlines) information. Since a stock index is a combination of many individual
stocks from various sectors, we also propose to embed news into many industry-segment
vectors. The experiments were conducted on SET50, a stock index in Thailand, along with
news headlines in Thai. The results show that our sector-based model outperforms all base-
lines with an accuracy of 61.28% and F1 of 59.58%. Intensive experiments were provided to
show that each proposed module can really improve the performance. Moreover, a trading
strategy utilizing our prediction results was simulated. It achieves the highest annualized
return of 8.47%.

For future studies, this research can be extended in two aspects. First, the model
can be extended to other indexes, e.g., S&P500 in the United States and Nikkei 225 in
Japan. However, the sector-based textual model must be tailored specifically for each
market. Second, other external information can be integrated into our model to further
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improve the model’s performance. Especially during the epidemic (COVID-19) period, an
announcement from the government and the number of infected patients can be included
in our model.
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